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Intrinsic degradation mechanism of nearly lattice-matched InAlN layers grown on GaN substrates

Guillaume Perillat-Merceroz, Gatien Cosendey, Jean-François Carlin, Raphaël Butté, and Nicolas Grandjean

Institute of Condensed Matter Physics (ICMP), Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

Thanks to its high refractive index contrast, band gap and polarization mismatch compared to GaN, In$_{0.17}$Al$_{0.83}$N layers lattice-matched to GaN are an attractive solution for applications such as distributed Bragg reflectors, ultraviolet light-emitting diodes, or high electron mobility transistors. In order to study the structural degradation mechanism of InAlN layers with increasing thickness, we performed metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy of InAlN layers of thicknesses ranging from 2 to 500 nm, on free-standing (0001) GaN substrates with a low density of threading dislocations, for In compositions of 13.5% (layers under tensile strain), and 19.7% (layers under compressive strain). In both cases, a surface morphology with hillocks is initially observed, followed by the appearance of V-defects. We propose that those hillocks arise due to kinetic roughening, and that V-defects subsequently appear beyond a critical hillock size. It is seen that the critical thickness for the appearance of V-defects increases together with the surface diffusion length either by increasing the temperature or the In flux because of a surfactant effect. In thick InAlN layers, a better (worse) In incorporation occurring on the concave (convex) shape surfaces of the V-defects is observed leading to a top phase-separated InAlN layer lying on the initial homogeneous InAlN layer after V-defects coalescence. It is suggested that similar mechanisms could be responsible for the degradation of thick InGaN layers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The InAlN alloy was not very much studied compared to other III-nitride ternary alloys such as InGaN and AlGaN, up to the demonstration of high reflectivity crack-free nearly lattice-matched InAlN/GaN distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs),¹ and GaN/InAlN high electron mobility transistors.²⁻⁵ It was mainly due to the difficulty of growing homogeneous InAlN layers, because of the very different bond length and growth temperature of the InN and AlN binary compounds. Other applications have been proposed since then, taking
advantage of the large refractive index contrast with respect to GaN, the large polarization mismatch, the large bandgap (4.5 eV), and the possibility to grow In$_{0.17}$Al$_{0.83}$N layers lattice matched to GaN, \emph{i.e.} with no defects due to strain relaxation. GaN/InAlN multiple quantum well structures for near-infrared intersubband applications have been reported.\cite{6} Moreover, InAlN has been used for the realization of ultraviolet photodiodes,\cite{7} and cladding layers in edge emitting laser diodes.\cite{8,9} Recently, \emph{p}-type doping of InAlN layers was demonstrated.\cite{10} Finally, an optically-pumped vertical external cavity surface emitting laser,\cite{11} and an electrically-pumped monolithic vertical cavity surface emitting laser\cite{12} have been demonstrated with the use of a bottom InAlN/GaN DBR grown on free-standing (FS) GaN substrate. All these applications are reviewed in detail in Refs.\cite{13,14}.

Because the structural properties of InAlN layers have a strong impact on electrical and optical ones, and thus on the device efficiency, these have been more and more studied lately. Metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) is the commonly used technique to grow InAlN layers and make devices. Generally, a GaN template is grown on a foreign substrate, like sapphire, silicon or SiC. The nearly lattice-matched InAlN layers grown on top of such a template usually contain defects like hillocks whose origin is unclear,\cite{15,16,17,18,19} dislocations natively present in the GaN template because of GaN growth performed on a foreign substrate, and V-defects. V-defects (or V-pits) are inverted empty pyramids with a hexagonal base, and they are generally attributed to threading dislocations.\cite{20,21,22,23} In addition to the above-mentioned structural defects, InAlN layers were shown to degrade with increasing thickness.\cite{24} Thus homogeneous layers with a given composition give birth to an upper layer with a higher or a lower indium composition.\cite{25,26,27,28,29,30} Some authors have proposed a mechanism for this degradation occurring with increasing thickness.\cite{29,30} It was suggested that threading dislocations due to the heteroepitaxial growth of the GaN template on sapphire were the only cause for the formation of V-defects. It was then proposed that the coalescence of V-defects led to the growth of an upper InAlN layer with less indium than the original bottom InAlN layer, because of poorer indium incorporation occurring on the inclined facets of the V-defects.

In the present study, we aim at providing a better understanding of the formation mechanism of structural defects, and of the overall degradation mechanism of thick InAlN layers. For this purpose, the growth of In$_x$Al$_{1-x}$N layers was directly performed on FS GaN substrates, which contain a low density of threading dislocations, in order to avoid structural degradation which is thought to be due to the heteroepitaxial growth of GaN on a foreign substrate. Structural defects (hillocks and V-defects) were observed indifferently for In
compositions of 13.5% (i.e., for layers under tensile strain), and of 19.7% (i.e., for layers under compressive strain), suggesting that the origin of these defects is not related to strain. Contrary to the common belief, it is shown that V-defects are present even if threading dislocations are absent. Moreover, phase separation occurs because of the growth on these V-defects: concave parts of the V-defects are shown to be In-rich, while convex parts are In-poor. When V-defects coalesce, the upper layer shows four phases: In-rich and In-poor walls, InAlN with the nominal composition, and columnar voids. The degradation mechanism of thick InAlN layers is thus intrinsic and is neither due to the heteroepitaxy on sapphire nor to strain. These observations of the degradation of thick nearly lattice-matched InAlN layers grown on high quality FS GaN substrates could also help understanding the degradation of thick InGaN layers, which is presently attributed to strain relaxation.  

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

MOVPE growth of In$_x$Al$_{1-x}$N layers was performed on FS GaN substrates, for In compositions of 13.5% and 19.7%. The lattice-matched composition being achieved for an In content close to 17%, the 13.5% layers are under tensile strain, whereas the 19.7% ones are under compressive strain. The optimal growth temperature of InN layers grown by MOVPE is around 600°C, whereas it is around 1100°C for AlN. At the growth temperatures considered here (840°C for an indium content of 17%), it is difficult to incorporate In, and the surface diffusion length of adatoms is short, especially for Al. The indium composition was mainly tuned by varying the growth temperature: for a 5°C increase in the temperature, the indium content decreases by 1%. The In/Al flux ratio also has an impact on the indium composition, and it was shown to be an important parameter affecting the structural properties. This ratio was fixed to 3.5 in almost all the samples we studied here, which gave the best results in term of structural quality. One sample with a ratio of 1.8 is also shown for comparison. The FS GaN substrates have a nominal dislocation density less than $4 \times 10^7$ cm$^{-2}$. The growth rate was calibrated to estimate the thicknesses of the layers according to the growth time. Measured thicknesses by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be slightly different. The indium compositions were determined by high-resolution x-ray diffraction. Information on the surface morphology of the layers was obtained from atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements. TEM was performed for cross-sections and plan-view on a FEI Osiris microscope operated at 200 kV. Scanning TEM (STEM) images taken with a high-angle annular dark field detector mainly exhibit a chemical contrast: a brighter
contrast means that the region of interest is either thicker or contains a heavier element. They are usually called Z-contrast images, Z being the atomic number of a chemical element. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping was also performed on this instrument. Sample preparation for TEM measurements was done by the wedge polishing technique: samples were thinned by mechanical and mechanico-chemical polishing with a wedge shape. In such a way, the defects potentially introduced by ion milling (classically used for TEM lamella thinning) are avoided.

III. RESULTS
A. Observation of hillocks and V-defects
   1. Role of the InAlN layer thickness
Fig. 1: 2μm × 2μm AFM images of In<sub>x</sub>Al<sub>1-x</sub>N layers with an indium content of 19.7 ± 0.8% grown on FS GaN substrates with an In/Al flux ratio of 3.5, for thicknesses of: (a) 2 nm, (b) 50 nm, (c) 100 nm, (d) 240 nm, and (e) 500 nm. Two V-defects are pointed by white arrows in (b) and (c). One hillock is circled in white in (b). One ring is circled in black in (c). Smaller V-defects surrounding rings are pointed by blue arrows in (d).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>x (%)</th>
<th>In/Al flux ratio</th>
<th>Hillock diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Hillock height (nm)</th>
<th>rms roughness (nm)</th>
<th>V-defect density (cm&lt;sup&gt;-2&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2.5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3 × 10&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1 × 10&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>110 (strong dispersion)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2 × 10&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>5 × 10&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main characteristics of In<sub>x</sub>Al<sub>1-x</sub>N layers, as deduced from AFM measurements, depending on the thickness, the indium composition, and the In/Al flux ratio.
Fig. 1 shows AFM images of InAlN layers with an indium content of 19.7±0.8%, for thicknesses ranging from 2 to 500 nm. For the 2 nm thick layer [Fig. 1(a)], the atomic steps of the underlying GaN substrate are still visible and the layer exhibits a rough morphology with a lot of small dots (10 to 20 nm in diameter), with a root mean square (rms) roughness of 0.19 nm. However, neither hillocks nor V-defects are observed. For the 50 nm thick layer [Fig. 1(b)], hillocks with a diameter of about 100 nm and a height of about 0.7 nm are aligned along atomic steps (one of these hillocks is circled in white), and the rms roughness is increased to 0.24 nm. A few V-defects appear with a low density of 2.5×10^8 cm\(^{-2}\) (one V-defect is pointed by a white arrow). For the 100 nm thick layer [Fig. 1(c)], the density of V-defects is increased to 5×10^9 cm\(^{-2}\), which is more than two orders of magnitude larger than the nominal threading dislocation density. Slightly bigger hillocks with an average diameter of 120 nm and an average height of 0.8 nm are visible, and the rms roughness is increased to 0.35 nm (deduced from a measurement done for a small region without any V-defects). Moreover, rings located around the V-defects are also visible (one ring is circled in black), with an average height of about 3.5 nm and an average diameter of about 140 nm. For the 240 nm thick layer [Fig. 1(d)], smaller V-defects pointed by blue arrows appear around the rings. These smaller V-defects can also be seen in the 100 nm thick sample, although being less visible. The density of V-defects is 3×10^9 cm\(^{-2}\), which is approximately the same than for the 100 nm thick sample. The rms roughness is once more increased, to a value of 0.42 nm (value also deduced from a measurement done for a small region without any V-defects). Finally, for the 500 nm thick layer [Fig. 1(e)], a very much rougher surface is observed with an rms roughness of 21.4 nm. These numbers are compiled in Table 1. To summarize, hillocks appear from a thickness ranging between 2 and 50 nm and then V-defects progressively appear up to a thickness of 240 nm, finally leading to a very rough 500 nm thick layer.

2. Role of the growth temperature
Fig. 2: 2μm × 2μm AFM images of InAlN layers with an indium content of 13.5% grown on FS GaN substrates with an In/Al flux ratio of 3.5, for thicknesses of (a) 100 nm, and (b) 210 nm. In (a), the four V-defects are indicated by white arrows, and one hillock is circled in white.

Fig. 2 shows AFM images of InAlN layers with 13.5% of In, for thicknesses of 100 nm [Fig. 2(a)], and 210 nm [Fig. 2(b)]. For the 100 nm thick layer, hillocks are visible (one is circled in white) and the rms roughness amounts to 0.33 nm. Only four V-defects (pointed by white arrows) are visible, which gives a V-defect density of $1 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-2}$. For the 210 nm thick layer, the rms roughness is increased to 0.38 nm, and V-defects with a high density are visible ($2 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$), but without any rings surrounding them, unlike for the 19.7% layers (as seen in Fig. 4 of Ref. 17: the InAlN layer under tensile strain does not exhibit rings contrary to the one under compressive strain). The critical thickness for the appearance of V-defects is thus higher for the 13.5% layers grown at higher temperature than for the 19.7% layers grown at lower temperature. The same tendency was also observed for InGaN layers grown on GaN: V-defects appear with increasing In content or thickness. It was attributed to an increased strain and to a lower surface mobility, but the InAlN case shows that the same behavior is observed for nearly lattice-matched layers. For the 210 nm thick layer, cracks are observed on optical microscopy images (not shown), as it is usually the case for layers under tensile strain, and in particular for InAlN layers with an indium content lower than 17%.17,35

It is well known that in other III-V material systems, such as InGaAs grown on GaAs, compressive strain relaxation occurs by the formation of 3D islands (referred to as the Stranski-Krastanov growth mechanism).36 Concerning the epitaxy of InGaAs layers on InP, it was reported that strain relaxation occurred in the case of tensile strain by the formation of valleys.37 The rings around V-defects, which are visible for an indium content of 19.7%, but not for 13.5%, could help to release the compressive strain. Because hillocks are present in the layers with an indium content of 19.7%, one could have thought that the hillock formation is due to relaxation of the compressive strain occurring by islanding.38 However, as
the same morphology is observed for layers under tensile strain with an indium content of 13.5%, another explanation to the hillock formation must be found. A similar morphology with such hillocks or mounds has already been observed for GaN layers grown at 800°C by ammonia-based molecular beam epitaxy. The mounds were shown to disappear under annealing at 1000°C, giving flat terraces with an atomic step height. In our case, $\text{In}_{0.17}\text{Al}_{0.83}\text{N}$ is grown at 840°C, which is a compromise between In incorporation (larger at low temperature) and surface diffusion length of adatoms (larger at high temperature). The optimal growth temperature for AlN being 1100°C, we speculate that the mobility of adatoms is too low. Consequently, hillocks form because of kinetic roughening, i.e., a roughening due to an energy barrier present at low temperature, which prevents atoms to jump from the top of a hillock to its bottom.

3. Role of the In/Al flux ratio

![AFM image of a 50 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.5% grown on a FS GaN substrate, with an In/Al flux ratio of 1.8.](image)

Fig.3: 2μm × 2μm AFM image of a 50 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.5% grown on a FS GaN substrate, with an In/Al flux ratio of 1.8.

Another interesting feature is the role of the In/Al flux ratio on the morphology. We published in a previous work that a high In/Al flux ratio of 3.5 was necessary to make high quality DBRs, whereas with a low ratio of 1.8, interfaces were rough, and threading dislocations were created. Fig.3 shows an AFM image of a 50 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.5% grown with an In/Al ratio of 1.8. The hillocks are 1 nm high and 90 nm large, i.e., they have a smaller diameter and a larger height than the sample with the same thickness and with a flux ratio of 3.5 (equal to 0.7 nm and 100 nm, respectively), which is consistent with an increased kinetic roughening obtained for a lower In/Al flux ratio. The same dependency of the hillock diameter on the In/Al flux ratio was observed by another group. The V-defect density is $5 \times 10^9$ cm$^{-2}$, 20 times larger than for the 50 nm thick layer grown with a ratio of 3.5. It is known that adsorbed species on a growing surface can modify the surface diffusion length, by the so-called surfactant effect. Particularly, In was proposed to improve the Al surface mobility through this effect. Thus increasing the In/Al flux ratio
has the same role than increasing the temperature: it decreases the kinetic roughening,\(^{41}\) and it delays the appearance of V-defects. Before going further in the discussion concerning the formation mechanism of V-defects, let us analyze their structure and the degradation mechanism of the layers with increasing thickness as deduced from TEM observations.

**B. Phase separation due to V-defects**

The TEM observations have been performed on InAlN layers with an indium content of \(19.7\% \pm 0.8\%\) for thicknesses of 100 and 500 nm. With a low density of threading dislocations in the FS GaN substrates (less than \(4 \times 10^7\) cm\(^{-2}\)), the probability to observe them in a thin TEM lamella is small. Actually, no threading dislocations were observed by TEM in the studied samples.

1. **V-defects appearance for 100 nm thick layers**

![Dark-field TEM cross-section images](image)

**Fig. 4:** Dark-field TEM cross-section images with (a) \(g=(0002)\) and (b) \(g=(11-20)\) of a 100 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7\%, showing two V-defects, pointed by red arrows.

Fig. 4 shows dark-field TEM images taken with \(g=(0002)\) and \(g=(11-20)\) diffraction conditions of a 100 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7\%. Two V-defects (indicated by red arrows) are visible without any structural defects such as threading dislocations, stacking mismatch boundaries, or stacking faults at their bottom. The same observation was done for all the V-defects we observed. This is consistent with the fact that the density of V-defects observed by AFM on this layer is two orders of magnitude larger than the nominal density of threading dislocations. Both for InGaN\(^{34}\) and InAlN layers,\(^{20-23}\) V-defects are generally attributed to threading dislocations. However, some authors have also
mentioned the presence of V-defects not associated to any threading dislocations in InAlN layers.\textsuperscript{17,23} Another interesting feature is the presence of sometriangular contrasts above the V-defects, as noted by Vennéguès \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{23} Note that the slight grainy contrast visible in Fig. 4 for the InAlN and GaN layers is due to the amorphous glue used during sample preparation that is covering the observed region. However, another contrast is visible in the InAlN layer and not in the GaN substrate, especially when using the \textit{g}=(11-20) diffraction condition. The same contrasts are visible in InAlN layers outside the V-defects on the plan-view images of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Sample preparation was done by wedge polishing using colloidal silica for the last polishing step, and ion milling was not used. The contrasts might be due to a selective attack by the colloidal silica of the InAlN layer. However, this contrast could also be due to some In composition fluctuations occurring at the scale of a few nanometers. In this latter case, it could be an explanation for the large Stokes shift observed in InAlN layers. Indeed, InAlN lattice-matched to GaN was shown to absorb light at about 4.5 eV and to emit light under photoexcitation at 3.7 eV.\textsuperscript{13,24} In this respect, it was pointed out in a recent theoretical paper that the numerous possible configurations for the In atoms within atom-supercells, each of them being characterized with different energy gaps, could lead to very different signatures in absorption or emission spectra.\textsuperscript{44}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{image.png}
\caption{Z-contrast STEM image of a plan-view 100 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7\%.}
\end{figure}

Fig. 5 is a Z-contrast STEM image in plan-view of the same sample. A V-defect with a diameter of about 40 nm is visible. It exhibits six bright branches, and a dark contrast inside, compared to the InAlN layer outside the V-defect. It is surrounded by a ring of about 100 nm in diameter, whose contrast is very weak because its thickness of 3 nm is relatively thin with respect to the thickness of the TEM lamella (estimated to range between 10 and 100 nm). Such V-defects present in InAlN layers have already been deeply characterized. It was reported that
the six facets of the V-defects were generally {11-2x} ones, but for thick samples, {1-101} facets have also been observed. It was shown that In preferentially segregates along the six <1-10x> branches of the V-defects, giving rise to In-rich vertical triangular portion of planes of the {11-20} type. In the present case, the six facets are not very well defined, as can be observed in Fig. 5. The same feature is observed for AFM images of the 19.7% layers (Fig. 1(c) and 1(d)): V-defects seem circular, whereas for the 13.5% layers (Fig. 2), V-defects seem well faceted. It could be due to the compressive strain, which leads to the formation of rings. We confirmed by EDX (not shown here) that the bright branches are indium-rich vertical planes, as described in the literature. Concerning the dark contrast inside the V-defect, it could be due either to an In-poor region or to the fact that there is less matter inside the V-defect, which is an inverted empty pyramid.

Fig. 6: Plan-view of a 100 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7%. Z-contrast STEM images of (a) a V-defect different from the one shown in Fig. 5, (b) three V-defects coalescing, and (c) big V-defects surrounded by smaller V-defects.

Fig. 6 shows other plan-view images of the 100 nm thick InAlN sample with an indium content of 19.7%. Fig. 6(a) shows a V-defect with a different morphology from the one presented in Fig. 5. There are initially five bright branches, two of them separating subsequently into two secondary branches. Thus it is likely that both <1-10x> and <11-2x> directions occur for these bright branches. Fig. 6(b) shows the coalescence of three V-defects. Three sets of bright In-rich lines are visible, together with three dark lines at the coalescence boundary between the V-defects. On these dark lines the lamella is not thinner than outside the V-defect, the dark contrast is consequently due to an In-poor InAlN region, which we attribute to a decrease in indium incorporation on the concave edges at the sides of the V-defects. We will develop this point in the next paragraph. Fig. 6(c) is a Z-contrast STEM image taken at lower magnification on a wedge-shaped TEM lamella, which is thinner on the right-hand side. It shows smaller V-defects around the rings, which surround bigger
V-defects. We have already highlighted this secondary nucleation of V-defects occurring around the first generation of V-defects in the AFM images (Fig.1(d)).

**Fig.7: 2D schematics of a V-defect displayed in cross-section and plan-view from its nucleation (step 1) to the final step (step 3). For step 3, a close-up view of the TEM image issued from Fig.4 is shown for comparison.**

Fig.7 shows the growth steps of a V-defect with schematics displayed in cross-section and in plan-view. In the first step (step 1), a V-defect appears and preferential incorporation of In occurs on the concave parts inside the V-defects, *i.e.* on the \(<1100>\) or \(<1120>\) edges, drawn in red. At the same time, In incorporation is lower on the convex part outside the V-defect, *i.e.* on the \(<1100>\) or \(<1120>\) edges, drawn in green. It is worth noting that a similar observation was also pointed out for the InAlN barrier layers of GaN/InAlN multiple quantum wells with the core-shell geometry grown on GaN nanocolumns oriented along the \(c\)-axis: on the 6 edges of the columns (which have a hexagonal base), In incorporation appears to be also weaker. At this stage, let us remind that the optimal growth temperature for InN layers by MOVPE is around 600°C, whereas it is around 1100°C for AlN. At the growth temperature considered here, *i.e.* around 840°C, In incorporation is made difficult whereas it is not a
problem for Al. We therefore propose that the desorption rate of In depends on the surface configuration: namely for concave surface shapes, In atoms would be more strongly linked, whereas for convex surface shapes, In atoms would desorb more easily, explaining the formation of In-rich and In-poor regions. To further validate this reasoning, we point out that for InAlN layers grown by molecular beam epitaxy a honeycomb structure with In-rich walls was observed and attributed to the preferential incorporation of In atoms between platelets formed at the beginning of the growth.\(^{49}\) The driving force for such a process was attributed to the build-up of tensile strain between these coalescing platelets, but it could also be due to a better incorporation of In atoms because the surface between the platelets is concave. As the growth of the basal plane is faster than that of the V-defect inclined planes, the V-defect is growing during steps 2 and 3. The different incorporation rates of In atoms leads to: (i) In-rich vertical triangular portion of planes of the \{11-20\} or \{1-100\} type drawn in red, and (ii) In-poor inclined planes drawn in green, which are not crystallographic planes but planes whose inclination is related to the ratio of the basal plane growth rate over the V-defect inclined plane growth rate. These In-rich and In-poor regions present at the bottom of the V-defects are visible in the TEM images shown in Fig. 4.

2. Coalescence of V-defects from an InAlN layer thickness of 200 nm
Fig. 8: Cross-section Z-contrast STEM images of a 500 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7%.

Fig. 8 shows cross-section Z-contrast STEM images for a 500 nm thick InAlN layer with 19.7% of In. The bottom InAlN layer is homogeneous, while the upper InAlN layer exhibits In-rich and In-poor regions, together with voids. The boundary between these two sub-layers is not abrupt because the upper layer is due to a growth occurring on coalesced V-defects, which will be described at the end of this section. At the surface, a saw-tooth morphology is observed, which corresponds to the very rough layer observed by AFM [Fig. 1(e)]. This peculiar structure will be explained when describing the schematic shown in Fig. 10. Once
more, no threading dislocations coming from the FS GaN substrate are observed, which proves that all the coalesced V-defects we have observed have another origin. From TEM images taken on a 3-μm wide region, such as those shown in Fig. 8, it can be deduced that the very first V-defect appears for a 30 nm thickness and the very last for a 200 nm thickness, with the majority of the V-defects appearing between 120 and 200 nm.

![Figure 9: 500 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7%.](image)

(a) Cross-section Z-contrast STEM image with (b) the associated EDX map. (c) Plan-view Z-contrast STEM image with (d) the associated EDX map. (e) Plan-view Z-contrast STEM image taken at a lower magnification.

Fig. 9 shows Z-contrast STEM images of the 500 nm thick InAlN layer with 19.7% of In, together with EDX maps. Fig. 9(a) is a cross-section of the upper part of the InAlN layer, and Fig. 9(b) is the corresponding EDX map. On the Z-contrast image, there is always an
ambiguity to determine whether a dark contrast is due to the presence of voids or to the presence of a lighter alloy, but EDX maps can solve this issue. Here a black vertical line indicated by an arrow is visible in a saw-tooth, and a larger black columnar contrast indicated by a triangle is visible in the pit between two saw-teeth. On the EDX map, the former contrast appears in green, it is thus In-poor. The latter contrast appears in dark, meaning that less matter is present, it is thus a void. Keeping this in mind, dark contrasts seen in Fig. 8 can be ascribed to either a void or an In-poor region. The plan-view STEM image [Fig. 9(c)] and the corresponding EDX map [Fig. 9(d)] of the last 100 nm of the InAlN layer help to better understand the morphology of the structure. Voids are visible (appearing in black in the STEM image and in the EDX map), together with In-rich walls (bright lines in the STEM image, red lines in the EDX map) and In-poor walls (dark lines in the STEM image, green lines in the EDX map), as well as InAlN with a composition close to the nominal composition (grey background in the STEM image, yellow color in the EDX map). Fig. 9(e) is a plan-view STEM image taken at a lower magnification. We have seen for the 100 nm thick InAlN sample that V-defects of the first generation were surrounded by a second generation of V-defects. Here, the first-generation of V-defects leads to bigger holes and are surrounded by a closed In-poor wall. The smaller V-defects lead to smaller holes, and they are boarded by In-poor walls too, but with a serpentine shape.
Fig. 10: Schematic cross-sections of coalescing V-defects. For step 4, Z-contrast STEM images of the 500 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7% are shown for the sake of illustration.

Fig. 10 shows the growth sequence of coalescing V-defects with schematic cross-sections. At the beginning (step 1), a V-defect nucleates and In-rich regions (shown in red) are formed at the concave edges, together with In-poor regions (shown in green) at the convex edges. Then growth proceeds further: the In-rich and In-poor regions expand while the V-defect is growing, and some smaller V-defects nucleate around the big one (step 2). At step 3, V-defects coalesce. We speculate that the In-poor region becomes even poorer because the angle between the surfaces is more acute. Then, this very In-poor region has a faster vertical growth rate, and growth of the In-rich regions and of InAlN close to the nominal composition.
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regions are pulled by this In-poor wall, leading to the formation of voids (step 4). This is visible in the AFM image displayed in Fig. 1(d): once V-defects have coalesced, the surrounding rings are higher than when the V-defects are isolated. Z-contrast STEM images of the 500 nm thick InAlN layer with an indium content of 19.7% are also shown in Fig. 10 to further illustrate step 4.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have mentioned in the introduction that a change in indium composition was observed during the growth of InAlN layers. It was previously found that a 65 nm thick InAlN layer with 22% of In (but also for 60 nm, or 50 nm thick InAlN layers with 24% and 18% of In, respectively) was followed by an InAlN layer with 26% of In (19% and 15% of In, respectively). It was noted that this change in composition occurs only for the lowest growth temperatures. One group proposed a mechanism for this degradation, which is driven by threading dislocations.29,30 When growth is done on a GaN template grown on a foreign substrate, threading dislocations are indeed present in the GaN template with a high density ($10^8$ to $10^9$ cm$^{-2}$). When growing InAlN on such a template, V-defects appear because of the presence of threading dislocations. With further growth, V-defects coalesce and because of growth occurring on the inclined facets of the V-defects, an In-poor InAlN layer is obtained.29,30 However, in our case for growths performed on high-quality FS GaN substrates, the V-defects observed by TEM are not correlated with the presence of threading dislocations. Concerning the change in composition occurring because of the growth on top of coalesced V-defects, we can be more precise by saying that In-rich and In-poor walls are present on top of the V-defects, because of the different indium incorporation on the concave and convex parts of the V-defects. Depending on the size of the V-defects, it could lead to either a globally richer or poorer degraded top layer.

Let us discuss now what are the possible nucleation mechanisms for the V-defects. These defects have been observed in GaN, InGaN, and InAlN layers. Most often, threading dislocations (especially those with a Burgers vector with a screw component) are invoked to be at the origin of V-defects for InGaN or InAlN layers.20–23 Other possibilities for the nucleation of V-defects have been proposed. Dopants were shown to increase the V-defect density in GaN and InAlN layers.10 In InGaN, a stacking mismatch boundary occurring on top of a stacking fault was correlated with the presence of a V-defect.51 Finally, V-defects due to dislocations were shown to release the compressive strain in thick InGaN layers, by increasing their size.52,53 In our case, V-defects are not due to threading dislocations or to
another structural defect such as a stacking mismatch boundary or a stacking fault. Because they are visible for layers both under tensile and compressive strain, they are likely not due to strain. Non intentional impurities such as carbon or oxygen may play a role, but it cannot explain the occurrence of V-defects from a certain critical thickness, which depends on the growth temperature and the In flux. Actually, we have shown that V-defects appear for thinner layers when the surface diffusion length of species is shorter, i.e. at lower growth temperatures or with a low In/Al flux ratio (without surfactant effect improving the adatom diffusion). Instead we propose that hillocks are at the origin of the V-defects. We remind that hillocks are observed for both layers under tensile and compressive strain, and we attributed their formation to kinetic roughening: with an increased surface diffusion length, hillocks are thinner and larger. When the layer becomes thicker, the diameter and height of hillocks increase. There would be a critical height for those hillocks beyond which inclined facets between hillocks become stable, giving rise to V-defects. This would explain their progressive nucleation on the whole sample surface, occurring for a thickness ranging between 120 and 200 nm for InAlN layers with 19.7% of In. Moreover, the valleys around rings are deep (around 1 nm), and they will consequently act as preferential nucleation sites for V-defects. The apparition of V-defects is delayed for higher temperatures or when the surfactant effect is at play, which can be explained then by an enhanced diffusion, which gives rise to smaller hillocks.

To circumvent the formation of V-defects and the subsequent degradation of InAlN layers, the adatom diffusion length should be increased. One key parameter to play with is the In/Al flux ratio, which increases the surface diffusion length via the surfactant effect. Increasing the temperature is another solution, but a too large increase lead to cracked layers because of a lower indium content. Always with the aim of improving diffusion, a more efficient surfactant than In could be used. To prevent the formation of hillocks, growth on substrates with a large miscut could also be tested in order to have shorter terraces than the hillock diameter. Growth on polar or semi-polar planes should not produce V-defects, which are defects with a hexagonal symmetry specific to c-plane growth. However, in this latter case it is likely that kinetic roughening leading to other defects would also occur. Finally, we point out that multilayer structures with GaN interlayers grown at high temperature and InAlN layers thinner than the critical thickness for the appearance of V-defects should lead to a good structural quality. Depending on the targeted application, this could be an attractive solution.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed the growth mechanisms of thick nearly lattice-matched InAlN layers grown on FS GaN substrates, either under a slight compressive or tensile strain. First, we discussed the origin of the hillocks (typically characterized by a 100 nm diameter and a 1 nm height), observed for layers under tensile and compressive strain. We attribute these hillocks to kinetic roughening, \textit{i.e.} to an energy barrier preventing atoms from jumping down anatomic step. Second, we observed V-defects whatever the type of strain (compressive or tensile), and they are in our case not due to threading dislocations (growth performed on high-quality FS GaN substrates). They appear for a certain critical thickness, which increases when increasing the growth temperature or the In/Al flux ratio, \textit{i.e.} when increasing the surface diffusion length. We proposed that they are due to stabilized inclined facets for a critical size of the hillocks. Third, it is shown that phase separation occurs because of a better (worse) incorporation of In taking place at the concave (convex) parts of the V-defects leading to the formation of In-rich (poor) regions. When V-defects coalesce, In-rich and In-poor walls, InAlN with a composition close to the nominal composition and columnar voids are formed, giving rise to a rough phase-separated upper layer on the initially homogeneous InAlN layer.

This work provides useful insights on the degradation mechanism of thick nearly lattice-matched InAlN layers, but it can also be useful to understand the degradation mechanism of thick strained InGaN layers. Indeed, thick InGaN layers present a similar morphology to that of thick InAlN layers.\textsuperscript{31,54} The degradation observed with increasing thickness is generally attributed to strain relaxation,\textsuperscript{31,54} and/or to V-defects due to threading dislocations,\textsuperscript{34} and/or to phase separation due to spinodal decomposition.\textsuperscript{55} The present work points out that even in the absence of stress and threading dislocations, In-rich nitride alloys grown with the (0001) orientation have a strong tendency to form V-defects, which can eventually lead to phase separation. This phase separation is not due to spinodal decomposition (In\textsubscript{0.17}Al\textsubscript{0.83}N was shown to be stable up to 960°C)\textsuperscript{56} but to a different incorporation of indium on concave or convex shape surfaces of the V-defects.
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